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We use atmospheric neutrino data and MINOS data to constrain the MaVaN (mass varying neutrinos)
mechanism. The MaVaN model was largely studied in cosmology scenarios and comes from the coupling
of the neutrinos with a neutral scalar depending on the local matter density. For atmospheric neutrinos, this
new interaction affects the neutrino propagation inside the Earth, and as consequence, induces
modifications in their oscillation pattern. To perform such test for a nonstandard oscillation mechanism
with a nondiagonal neutrino coupling in the mass basis, we analyze the angular distribution of atmospheric
neutrino events as seen by the Super-Kamiokande experiment for the events in the sub-GeVand multi-GeV
range and muon neutrinos (antineutrinos) in the MINOS experiment. From the combined analysis of these
two sets of data we obtain the best fit for Δm2

32 ¼ 2.45 × 10−3 eV2, sin2ðθ23Þ ¼ 0.42 and MaVaN
parameter α32 ¼ 0.28 with modest improvement, Δχ2 ¼ 1.8, over the standard oscillation scenario.
The combination of MINOS data and Super-Kamiokande data prefers small values of MaVaN parameter
α32 < 0.31 at 90% C. L.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.90.013011 PACS numbers: 14.60.St, 14.60.Pq, 95.85.Ry

I. INTRODUCTION

Due to the observations of cosmic microwave back-
ground radiation [1,2], large scale structure [3], and Ia
Supernovae [4–6], we know that the Universe is actually in
accelerated expansion. A direct way to incorporate this
accelerated expansion of universe into Einstein General
Relativity Theory [7] is to include the cosmological
constant Λ. The inclusion of this constant has the same
effect of a nonzero vacuum energy density, ρvac, in such
way that the pressure pvac and the density ρvac are related by
a state equation with the form pvac ¼ −ρvac.
On the other hand, the accelerated expansion of the

Universe can also be described by adding to the Universe
content a homogeneous fluid with energy density ρλ, the
so-called dark energy [8]. This fluid has positive energy
density ρDE, and negative pressure pDE, in such way that
pDE < −ρDE=3. This pressure is then responsible for the
accelerated expansion of the Universe. It is a remarkable
fact that 73% of the Universe’s content must be in the dark
energy form. Also, dark energy would be uniformly
distributed in all space, and so, its density is constant in
all points and times. This is in contrast with the time
evolution of baryonic matter density ρBM, that diminishes
due to the expansion of the Universe. It is called the “cosmic
coincidence” to the fact that today, the baryonic matter
density, ρBM has approximately the same value of dark
energy density ρDE [9]. To compare different cosmological

models, it is common to define the density parameter Ω
that it is the ratio between the density ρ with the critical
density ρc of the Friedmann universe, Ω ¼ ρ=ρc. In this
sense the cosmic coincidence implies in the equality
ΩΛ ¼ ΩBM. This coincidence can be viewed as an indicative
of the existence of some dynamical effect that relates both
scales of baryonic matter and of the dark energy density.
Nevertheless, among all the models in the literature that

are devoted to explain the accelerated expansion of the
Universe, there is a class of dynamical models that obtain
the desired negative pressure due to the inclusion of a scalar
field that is the responsible for the variations in the expected
value of vacuum energy. As the neutrino squared mass
difference, Δm2

32 ≡m2
3 −m2

2 ¼ 2.5 × 10−3 eV2, where m3

andm2 are the masses of third and first neutrino mass state,
is of same order of dark energy scale, it is straightforward to
think a model in which the scalar field couple to neutrinos
and hence, the total energy of the fluid can vary slowly as
the neutrino density decreases [10]. In the mass varying
neutrino models the inclusion of a scalar field allow the
coupling of neutrino and dark energy densities due to the
nonstandard neutrino-scalar coupling. The main conse-
quence of this coupling to the neutrino physics is the fact
that now the neutrino masses depends on the medium
density. This field could couples neutrinos to the baryonic
matter and also to the neutrino background [11]. The
consequences in cosmology of MaVaN have been studied
in recent years ([10–15] and references therein).
For the neutrino phenomenology the consequences of

MaVaNwere studied for the solar and atmospheric neutrinos
[16–23]. We will use the data from Super-Kamiokande
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(SK for now) experiment [23]. In the experiment SK, down-
going neutrinos, the ones that are produce in the atmosphere
immediately over Super-Kamiokande detector, reaches SK
with the cosine of zenith angle cos θz → 1 and travels
approximately 20 km in the atmosphere. On the other hand,
up-going neutrinos are produced in the opposite side of the
planet andcross all theEarthbefore reachingSKin the cosine
of the zenith angle cos θz → −1 direction. The so-called
“up-down” asymmetry of neutrino events in SK is recog-
nized as the first experimental corroboration of neutrino
flavor oscillations. We explicit here that atmospheric neu-
trinos that arrives at SK from different directions travels
different distances and crosses regions of very distinct
densities (see next section for details). This fact makes the
angular distribution of events in SK a good place to looking
for dependence ofmediumdensity effects in the propagation
of neutrinos. In fact, theSKexperiment reportedno improve-
ment of data fit due to the inclusion of the diagonal MaVaN
mechanism in thepropagationof atmosphericneutrinos [23].
For our knowledge there is no analysis made for the non-
diagonal MaVaN mechanism for atmospheric neutrinos.
We also apply the MaVaN model to describe the beam

muon neutrinos and antineutrinos at MINOS experiment
[24], where a muon neutrino or muon antineutrino beam
with energy between few hundred of MeV and few GeV.
The neutrino or antineutrino beam travels a few hundred of
kilometers inside Earth’s crust before reach the far detector.
By the comparison between the number of neutrino events
in near and far detector MINOS collaboration has measure
precisely the standard neutrino parameters Δm2

32 and
sin2ð2θ23Þ. See for example [24,25] and references therein.
In the MaVaN context, the main difference between
MINOS beam and SK is that in the former neutrinos cross
only the upper crust of Earth, that can be described by a
constant matter density and the latter cross a different
nonconstant densities. In this way the MaVaN’s effective
oscillation for MINOS, with a constant density and with SK
with a variable density, allows us to test the essential
characteristic of the MaVaN mechanism, the density
dependence of the neutrino mass differences.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we describe

the framework of MaVaN that we adopt, and in Sec. II Awe
show the changes in neutrino oscillations due to MaVaN.
Then in Sec. III we compare our results for the angular
distribution of events in SK for neutrino oscillations without
and with MaVaN. Also in Sec. IV we show how the MaVaN
mechanism affects the allowed range of oscillation param-
eters for the MINOS experiment and in Sec. V we perform
the χ2 analysis of SK atmospheric neutrino combined with
MINOS beam data and the constraints to the MaVaN model
that we obtain. Conclusions are in Sec. VI.

II. FRAMEWORK OF MAVAN MODEL

In the neutrino mass-mixing formalism, the time
evolution of neutrino flavor eigenstates is given in terms

of neutrino mixing, in which one has to describe the flavor
eigenstate; hence, the time evolution of atmospheric
neutrinos, in the two neutrino flavor approximation, is
given by the evolution equation

i
d
dt

�
νμ

ντ

�
¼ ½UHmassU†�

�
νμ

ντ

�
; ð1Þ

and the Hamiltonian assumes the form, in the mass basis,

Hmass ¼
Δm2

32

2Eν

�
0 0

0 1

�
: ð2Þ

Here Eν is the neutrino energy, Δm2
32 ≡m2

3 −m2
2 is the

square difference of mass eigenstates, and U is the mixing
matrix,

U ¼
�

c23 s23
−s23 c23

�
; ð3Þ

where c23 ¼ cos θ23, s23 ¼ sin θ23. The muon neutrino
survival probability is

Pðνμ → νμÞ ¼ 1 − sin22θ23sin2
�
Δm2

32L
4Eν

�
; ð4Þ

where Δm2
32 ≡m2

3 −m2
2 is the squared mass difference, L

is the distance, and Eν is the neutrino energy. The
formalism that we adopt to include MaVaN in the neutrino
propagation has the Standard Model of particles plus a light
scalar field ðϕÞwith massmS that couples with neutrinos νi,
i ¼ 1, 2, 3 and with fermion fields f ¼ e, n, p. In such a
model, the modification due to MaVaN is the introduction
of a fermion density-dependent term in each one of the
matrix elements in the neutrino mass matrix, Eq. (2). Thus,
including MaVaN, the flavor neutrino evolution is
described by the generalization of Eq. (1). Explicitly we
have

i
d
dt

�
νμ

ντ

�
¼ Hflavor

MaVaN

�
νμ

ντ

�
; ð5Þ

where the modified Hamiltonian in the MaVaN framework
[26] is

Hflavor
MaVaN ¼ UHmass

MaVaNU
†; ð6Þ

where the mixing matrix U is defined in Eq. (3) and the
MaVaN Hamiltonian has the form

Hmass
MaVaN ¼ Δm2

32

2Eν

�
α22gðρÞ α232gðρÞ
α232gðρÞ 1þ α23gðρÞ

�
: ð7Þ

Here α2, α3, and α32 are the MaVaN parameters and gðρÞ is
the function of the Earth matter density ρ that neutrinos feel
while crossing the Earth. When α2 ¼ α3 ¼ α32 ¼ 0 we
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recover the standard neutrino evolution given in Eq. (1). We
can classify the behavior of the MaVaN mechanism given
in Eq. (7) into two types: (a) when α2, α3 ≠ 0 and α32 ¼ 0
and (b) when α2 ¼ α3 ¼ 0 and α32 ≠ 0. In the former case
the neutrino survival probability, for constant density, is
given by

Pðνμ → νμÞ ¼ 1 − sin22θ23sin2
�ðΔm2Þ0effL

4Eν

�
; ð8Þ

where the effective mass scale is given by ðΔm2Þ0eff≡
Δm2

32½1þ ðα23 − α22ÞgðρÞ�. In this case, when α32 ¼ 0 the
amplitude of oscillations, sin22θ23, is the same as in the
standard neutrino oscillations in Eq. (4), and the phase of
the oscillations, proportional to ðΔm2Þ0eff , has now a matter
density dependence. This was the case most studied in the
literature [16–23]. The latter case, the Hamiltonian in the
mass basis, is nondiagonal, and to our knowledge it was not
explored in the literature for atmospheric neutrino phe-
nomenology. The probability, for constant density ρ can be
written as

Pðνμ → νμÞ ¼ 1 − sin22θMaVaNsin2
�
Δm2

MaVaNL
4Eν

�
; ð9Þ

where the amplitude, sin22θMaVaN, and the phase of
oscillations, Δm2

MaVaN, are different from the usual stan-
dard oscillation scenario. The MaVaN mass difference is
given by

Δm2
MaVaN ≡ Δm2

32

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
f2α232gðρÞg2 þ 1

q
; ð10Þ

where the MaVaN mass difference depends on the medium
density and the explicit expression for the amplitude is

sin22θMaVaN ≡ sin2ð2θ þ 2ηÞ
¼ ½sinð2θÞ cosð2ηÞ þ sinð2ηÞ cosð2θÞ�2; ð11Þ

which also has a dependence on the medium density. The
angle η is defined as

sin2ð2ηÞ ¼ ½2α232gðρÞ�2
1þ ½2α232gðρÞ�2

ð12Þ

in the MaVaN case, where α232 ≠ 0 induces that the mass
basis is not diagonal and the parameter η is the mixing
angle that diagonalizes the mass basis, as shown in
Ref. [27]. This ensures that the nondiagonal MaVaN would
induce neutrino oscillations even if the vacuum mixing
angle were zero, θ → 0.
In the case of standard oscillations, see Eq. (4), we have

the symmetry sin2θ23 ↔ cos2θ23, but in the MaVaN case
with α232 ≠ 0 we have broken this symmetry, and Eq. (11)
has different results for sin2θ23 > cos2θ23 compared with

sin2θ23 < cos2θ23. For vanishing MaVaN parameters,
α232 ¼ 0, we have sin22η → 0 η → 0, and we recover the
standard neutrino oscillation. For very large values of
MaVaN parameters, we have sin22η → 1, which implies
that sin22θMaVaN → cos22θ23. If we have large mixing
angles θ23 ∼ π=4, we will have suppression of the ampli-
tude, but for smaller mixing angles we will have an
enhancement of the amplitude.
Most of the previous analysis of MaVaN works for the

first two generations [16–21], and then their constraints are
related to parameters of the first generation α1, α2, and α12,
similar to the parameters defined in Eq. (7). From Ref. [18]
that provides an upper bound for the elements of matrix
jH12jMaVaN, jH1jMaVaN < 10−4 eV at 90% C.L. The only
case that works in the MaVaN scenario for the second and
third families are the Refs. [22,23]. In this paper they
assume the nonzero parameters α2 and the medium matter
dependence is given by gðρÞ ¼ ðρ=ρ0Þn, where ρ is the
matter density, ρ0 ¼ 1 g=cm3, and n is a free parameter.
The diagonal MaVaNs was ruled out as the dominant
oscillation scenario for atmospheric neutrinos, and they
constrain the n parameter to be in the range −0.15 < n <
0.1 at 90% C.L. [22,23].

A. Oscillation probabilities without
MaVaN and with MaVaN

Now we are going to compare the oscillation probabil-
ities without MaVaN and with MaVaN to understand the
changes in the oscillation probabilities.
Most of previous analysis use a model for the MaVaN

mass Mi given as a function of parameter with dimensions
of energy such as Mi ¼ μigðρÞ, with the index i denoting
the diagonal mass eigenstates i ¼ 1, 2 and the nondiagonal
mass eigenstates i ¼ 3; with different functions gðρÞ as
function of the matter density ρ, and a parameter μi with
dimension of energy. We decide to adopt dimensionless
parameters in this work, the αi as described in Eq. (7), but
we can relate our parameters αi with the previous analysis
by the replacing of μi → αiΔm2, where Δm2 is the relevant
mass difference of the analysis.
In this paper we study the case for the nondiagonal

MaVaN parameter, α2 ¼ α3 ¼ 0 and α32 ≠ 0 [Eq. (7)]. As
an example we will use the MaVaN density dependence as
used in Ref. [19,21], given by

gðρÞ ¼ tanh2
�

ρ

ρcore

�
: ð13Þ

We will use the matter profile of Earth that we take from
[28], where ρ is the matter density that neutrino crosses, and
ρcore ¼ 11.5 g=cm3 is the matter density at Earth core. This
choice is made to generate a soft and well-behaved function
even with the abrupt variations of the Earth density profile.
Other choices made the computation numerically unstable
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as reported in Ref. [22]. Also it has a finite limit for ρ → ∞
and gðρÞ < 1 always.
We solve numerically the muon neutrino survival prob-

ability, Pðνμ → νμÞ, for the general case of a neutrino
crossing the Earth from different chords. We can relate
the traveled distance by neutrino L to the zenith angle θz
by L ¼ −RE cosðθzÞ þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R2
Ecos

2ðθzÞ þ h2 þ 2REh
p

, where
RE ¼ 6371 km is the Earth’s radius and h is the point of the
atmosphere where neutrinos are produced, approximately
20 km. For cos θz → 1ð−1Þ we have the maximum (mini-
num) distance. We show in Fig. 1 the muon neutrino
probability as a function of the cosine of zenith angle,
cos θz, for fixed values of the amplitude of the mixing
angle, sin2ðθ23Þ ¼ 1=2, for the mass difference Δm2

32 ¼
2.6 × 10−3 eV2 and for a fixed energy Eν ¼ 1.0 GeV and
several values of α32: α32 ¼ 0.1, 0.3, 0.6, 1.0. We have,
respectively, the MaVaN probabilities as dashed curves
and without MaVaN as solid curves in Figs. 1(a), 1(b), 1(c),
and 1(d). For values of cosðθzÞ > 0, the neutrino traveled in
vacuum only and the oscillation probabilities with and
without MaVaN are the same. For cosðθzÞ < 0, the neutrino
cross inside the Earth and the MaVaN effect begins to pop
up. To see more clearly the effect of the MaVaN parameters,

we can compare Fig. 1(a) that has α32 ¼ 0.1 with Fig. 1(d)
that has α32 ¼ 1.0. When we increase the MaVaN param-
eter α32 for maximal mixing, the MaVaN amplitude get
smaller and the oscillation phase increases, giving more
fast wiggles that appear in the probability. The increase of
wiggles makes the maximums and minimums move to
smaller values of cos θz.

B. Oscillograms

The concept of oscillograms is an interesting tool to
understand the complete behavior of neutrino probability
in some model for neutrino oscillation. We plot in Fig. 2
the oscillograms of muon neutrino survival probability,
denoted by Pνμνμ, as a function of neutrino energy E and the
cosine of zenith angle, cosðθzÞ. In Fig. 2(a), we show the
standard neutrino case, and in the other plots, increasing
bigger values of the MaVaN parameter. For the cosine of
zenith angle, cosðθzÞ > 0, when the neutrino did not cross
the Earth, we have zero MaVaN effect and for cosðθzÞ < 0,
the muon survival probability is modified due to the
MaVaN mechanism. For comparison we show in the
upper left panel, the upper right panel, the lower left
panel, and the lower right panel of Fig. 2 the MaVaN
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FIG. 1 (color online). Muon neutrino survival probability as a function of cos θz. The standard oscillation (S.O.) are shown in black
solid curve and the MaVaN oscillation curves are in dashed color with the values of α32 indicated in each panel. In this plot we assume
the values of sin2ð2θ23Þ ¼ 1.0 and Δm2

32 ¼ 2.6 × 10−3 eV2 and Eν ¼ 1.0 GeV in all plots.
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parameters α32, respectively, equal to 0.0, 0.1, 0.5, and 1.0.
An enhancement of Δm2

MaVaN > Δm2
32 also implies that the

positions of maximums and minimums is dislocated to
higher values of neutrino energy. As an example of this let
we look to the first minimum in Pνμνμ for cos θz ¼ 1.0. In
the former three panels of Fig. 2(a) we see that the first
minimum ocurs for Eν ≈ 25 GeV. In the lower-left panel,
where α32 ¼ 1.0 this minimum in Pνμνμ had its intensity
reduced (due to the increase of sin2θMaVaN) but also we see
that the minimum was dislocated to Eν ≈ 40 GeV. At Eν ≈
25 GeV now we see the first maximum of oscillation
that for S.O. occur at Eν ≈ 4.5 GeV. The same kind of
displacement is found for all the maximums and minimums

in the lower-left panel of Fig. 2(a) when compared with the
cases in which α32 < 1.0.

III. NUMBER OF MUONS AND ELECTRONS IN
SUPER-KAMIOKANDE EXPERIMENT

Atmospheric neutrinos, composed muon neutrinos, and
electron neutrinos are produced all around the Earth’s
atmosphere and travel to Super-Kamiokande from all
directions. Once in the detector they interact, producing
muons and electrons, and Super-Kamiokande measures the
zenith angle dependence of these muons and electrons. The
rate for these events can be computed as

NðμÞ ¼ TNt

Z
Eν
f

Eν
0

dEν

Z
1

0

dx
Z

1

−1
dðcos θzÞ

Z
2π

0

dϕz

Z
cos θμf

cos θμ0

d cos θμ ×

�
d3ΦνμðEν; θz;ϕzÞ
dEνdðcos θÞdϕz

× Pðνμ → νμÞ ×
dσνμðEν; EμÞ

dEμ

þ d3Φν̄μðEν; θz;ϕzÞ
dEνdðcos θÞdϕz

× Pðν̄μ → ν̄μÞ ×
dσν̄μðEν; EμÞ

dEμ

�
× Θ½Eμðcos θz; Eν; cos θμÞ − Emin

μ �

× Θ½Emax
μ − Eμðcos θz; Eν; cos θμÞ�; ð14Þ

FIG. 2 (color online). In sequence—upper left, upper right, lower left, and lower right—we show the oscillogram in the plane cosine of
neutrino zenith (cos θz) angle and neutrino energy (Eν), for the survival probability Pðνμ → νμÞ, respectively, for α32 ¼ 0.0, 0.1, 0.5, 1.0.
We assume Δm2

32 ¼ 2.6 × 10−3 eV2 and maximal mixing angle sin2ðθ23Þ ¼ 1=2.
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where Nt is the number of targets in SK, T is the live time,
Eν is the neutrino energy, cos θz is the cosine of zenith
angle (θz) of the neutrino, ϕz is the azimuth angle of the
neutrino, cos θμ is the cosine of zenith angle of the muon,
Φνμ is the muon neutrino flux, Pðνμ → νμÞ is the muon
neutrino survival probability, and σνμðEν; EμÞ is the differ-
ential charged current muon-neutrino cross section. For
the integration boundaries, Eν

0 and Eν
f the initial and final

neutrino energies; cos θμ0 and cos θμf the bin of zenith
angle distribution of Super-Kamiokande experiment, in
this we use 10 equal bins of muon zenith angle between
cos θμ ¼ −1, 1. We compute this expression for the two
different types of events in SK experiment: the so-called

sub-GeV data set and multi-GeV data set. They corre-
spond, respectively, to the intervals of ðEmin

μ ; Emax
μ Þ ¼

ð0.2; 1.2 GeVÞ and ðEmin
μ ;Emax

μ Þ ¼ ð10.0;100.0 GeVÞ. We
use the kinematics of reaction [29], defined by θz, θμ and
Eν variables to set up the allowed range of muon energy,
given by the function Eμðcos θz; E; cos θμÞ, and we con-
strain to be in the sub-GeV and multi-GeV energy range.
Notice that the zenith angle of leptons it is a function of
the zenith angle of neutrinos, the scattering angle, and the
energy of neutrinos, and this produces a stronger averag-
ing effect on the original neutrino direction. For the
electronlike zenith distribution of events in SK we can
write

NðeÞ ¼ TNt

Z
Eν
f

Eν
0

dEν

Z
1

0

dx
Z

1

−1
d cosðθzÞ

Z
2π

0

dϕν

Z
cos θef

cos θe0

d cos θe ×

�
ΦνeðEν; θν;ϕνÞ ×

dσνeðEν; EμÞ
dEνdEe

þ Φν̄eðEν; θν;ϕνÞ ×
dσν̄eðEν; EeÞ
dEνdEμ

�
× Θ½Eeðcos θz; Eν; cos θeÞ − Emin

e �Θ ½Emax
e − Eeðcos θz; Eν; cos θeÞ�; ð15Þ

which is very similar to the muon events, with the exception
that the electron neutrino did not oscillate, due to our initial
assumption that we only have oscillations between muon
and tau neutrinos. The muon and electron neutrino fluxes
are taken from [31]. The differential cross section follows
[32], where we divide the cross section into three parts, first
the quasielastic neutrino scattering with finite mass cor-
rections [33], second, the one pion contribution, and third,
the DIS contribution [34]. Since the Super-Kamiokande did
not discriminate between particles and antiparticles, we
sum over neutrino and antineutrino types.
The muon and electron rate for atmospheric neutrinos

has the uncertainties from the prediction of the atmospheric
neutrino fluxes, Φνμ and Φνe , the computation that can be
ΔðΦνμÞ, ΔðΦνeÞ ¼ 30%, and the relative error δðΦνμ=ΦνeÞ
of 5% [32]. Because of this error in the absolute normali-
zation, we will use as the physical observable the zenith
distribution of the number of events, and the absolute value
of our prediction will be scaled with the experimental data.
Also the smallness of the relative error of muon and
electron neutrino fluxes compared with the error in the
absolute number implies a stronger correlation between the
fluxes of muon and electron neutrinos, which we should
take into account.
We use this formalism to describe two energy ranges of

SK data, the so-called sub-GeVand multi-GeV data sets for
electrons and muons, Eq. (14) and Eq. (15). We compute
the muon neutrino survival probability, given in Eq. (4),
with the oscillation parameters given by Δm2

32 ¼ 2.6 ×
10−3 eV2 and the amplitude sin2ðθ23Þ ¼ 0.5 shown as the
black curve in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), respectively, for the sub-
GeVand multi-GeV samples. For these parameters we have

no oscillation for cos θz > −0.1 and average out oscillation
for cos θz < −0.6. Our results match the theoretical curves
for the number of events for no-oscillation and standard
oscillation of the SK experiment. For our computation with
MaVaN probability, we use the numerical solution of
Eq. (5) using the matter profile given in Eq. (13) and we
compute the rate for electron and muon [given by Eq. (14)
and Eq. (15)]. The result is the dashed curve in Figs. 3(a)
and 3(b). The effect of nonzero MaVaN, using the same
oscillation parameters and the MaVaN parameter
α32 ¼ 0.6, is to distort the muon distribution making a
small oscillation for cosine of lepton zenith cos θz > 0,
coming from neutrino zenith angle cos θν < 0, due to the
averaging effect mentioned after Eq. (14). Suppressing the
averaging of neutrino oscillations for cos θz < −0.6, both
behaviors are disfavored by the SK data, and from this we
expect to have a constraint in the MaVaN parameter from
this data.
In atmospheric neutrinos, neutrinos can come from

different directions, and they probe different medium
densities making the mass difference Δm2

MaVaN different
at each point of the travel. On the other hand, for MINOS,
the neutrino travel only crosses the upper crust, and we can
assume that density along this short chord is constant. We
will assume ρcrust ¼ 3.59 g=cm3 from the PREM model.
We can use the results of Sec. II of the MaVaN mechanism
for constant medium density, where the muon survival
probability is given by Eq. (9) with the MaVaN mass
difference given by Eq. (10) and the amplitude by Eq. (11).
It is interesting that the functional form of the MaVaN
oscillation probability is exactly like the standard oscil-
lation probability, with the replacement Δm2

32 → Δm2
MaVaN

and sin22θ23 → sin22θMaVaN.
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IV. OFF-DIAGONAL MAVAN-INDUCED
OSCILLATIONS IN MINOS EXPERIMENT

Until now we present a phenomenological framework for
the off-diagonal MaVaN mechanism and show it changes
the νμ → νμ atmospheric neutrino oscillation pattern in the
SK experiment. However, the SK detector is not the only
one sensitive to the neutrino oscillations in the νμ → νμ
sector, and we can use the MINOS data [24] to constrain
the nondiagonal MaVaN parameter. We show in Fig. 4 the
comparison between the standard neutrino oscillation
and the MaVaN probability for the setup of the MINOS
experiment (using the L ¼ LMINOS and the density ρcrust ¼
3.59 g=cm3). The oscillations parameters are fixed as
Δm2

32 ¼ 2.5 × 10−3 eV2 and maximal mixing sin2θ23 ¼
1=2. When we increase the MaVaN parameter we have for
maximal mixing that the MaVaN amplitude get suppressed
sin22θMaVaN → 0, as you can see that the minimum, in
Fig. 4, is less deep for higher values of the nondiagonal
MaVaN parameter α32. Since the oscillation phase,
Δm2

MaVaN, is bigger for higher values of α32, it implies
that the minimum should be for higher values of energy.
We also show for comparison in Fig. 4 the ratio of the

experimental number of events over the theoretical pre-
diction without oscillation as data points to emphasize
that when we increase the value of the nondiagonal
MaVaN parameter, we get further away from the exper-
imental data.
So far we have shown examples of MaVaN effects

for maximal vacuum mixing, sin2θ23 ¼ 1=2, e.g., in
Figs. 1, 2, 3, and 4. A subtle effect can happen for the
constant medium density case for larger values of the
MaVaN parameter, α32, in which case we have the MaVaN
amplitude sin22θMaVaN → cos22θ23, as mentioned in
Sec. II. For small vacuum mixing angles θ23, this implies
that the amplitude is enlarged compared to without MaVaN,
and for larger vacuummixing angles θ23, the situation is the
opposite, and you have suppression of oscillation. To give
an example we display in Fig. 5, the vacuum mixing angle
sin22θ23 as a function of MaVaN parameter α32, which
gives a fixed value of MaVaN amplitude sin22θMaVaN ¼
0.94 [in another words the inverse function of Eq. (11)]. We
can see that it has two solutions: one, the black curve, with
small vacuum mixing angle sin2 2θ23, and the other given
by the dashed red curve with large vacuum mixing angle.
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FIG. 3 (color online). In sequence, upper (bottom) panels we show the zenith distributions of muonlike (electronlike) events in SK
(points). The left (right) panel are for sub-GeV (multi-GeV) energy region. Solid line refers to our calculation for the expect number of
events for the case of standard neutrino oscillations (α32 ¼ 0). The dashed line refers to the case of α32 ¼ 0.6. Points refers to SK data
from [35]. We assume Δm2

32 ¼ 2.6 × 10−3 eV2 and maximal mixing angle sin2ðθ23Þ ¼ 1=2.
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This implies that we can have a small mixing angle and
large α23 parameter or a large mixing angle and small
parameter α23, and both give an effective large MaVaN
amplitude. For α23 → ∞, both curves coincide and we have
full suppression of oscillation amplitude. We will see the
consequences of this subtle effect later in our analysis
in Sec. V.

V. ANALYSIS OF MINOS AND SUPER-
KAMIOKANDE EXPERIMENT

Here we give the details of data analysis. First we begin
with the analysis of the MINOS experiment and later the
Super-Kamiokande analysis for the standard vacuum oscil-
lation scenario and for the MaVaN scenario.
The MINOS experiment made a likelihood analysis of

their data for neutrinos and antineutrinos for standard

neutrino oscillation and produced a table with the values
of sin22θ23, Δm2

32, Δ logL, where Δ logL ¼ logL=L0,
where L is the likelihood value and L0 is the likelihood for
the best fit. This table is publicly available in Ref. [36]. We
can translate the likelihood language into χ2 language using
Δχ2 ≡ χ2 − χ2min ¼ 2Δ logL. For the MaVaN analysis, we
can use the property that the MaVaN probability have the
same functional form of standard oscillation, as discussed
in Sec. IV, any function of probability also should have
similar behavior. Therefore the χ2S:O:MINOS analiticðsin22θ23;
Δm2

32Þ function given in Ref. [36] as a function of
sin2 2θ23 and Δm2

32, should be equal to MaVaN
χ2MaVaN:MINOS analiticðsin22θMaVaN;Δm2

MaVaNÞ as a function
of the sin22θMaVaN and Δm2

MaVaN parameters. Numerically
we have

χ2MaVaN.MINOS analiticðsin22θMaVaN;Δm2
MaVaNÞ

¼ χ2S:O:MINOS analiticðsin22θ23;Δm2
32Þ; ð16Þ

where for the MINOS experiment we can use the expres-
sion for the MaVaN amplitude sin22θMaVaN and mass
difference Δm2

MaVaN, respectively, Eqs. (11) and (10) that
give the MaVaN parameters as functions of the vacuum
oscillation parameters sin22θ23 and Δm2

32. We use this
procedure to get the allowed region for MINOS only, for
the standard oscillation scenario and for the MaVaN case.
The results are shown in Fig. 6, where the dotted blue curve
corresponds to the standard neutrino oscillations region of
90% C.L. As we plot the allowed region in the standard
scenario as a function of sin2 θ23 (and not a function of
sin2 2θ23), the two degenerated minimums (denoted by
“up” triangles) do appear. When we include MaVaN
and minimize with respect to α32, we get the allowed
region given by the red dashed curve, which has the best fit
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FIG. 4 (color online). Comparison between neutrino oscilla-
tions without (S.O.), solid line, and with MaVaN’s, doted and
dashed lines. The values of α32 are indicated in the figure. Also
we assume sin2θ23 ¼ 1=2 and Δm2

32 ¼ 2.5 × 10−3 eV2. Points
refer to MINOS data from [25].
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FIG. 5 (color online). The values of the vacuum mixing angle
and α32 parameter that can made a fixed value for the MaVan
amplitude sin22θMaVaN ¼ 0.94.
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for nonzero α32, and for vacuum mixing angles smaller
then maximal sin2θ23 ¼ 0.8 and mass differences
Δm2 ¼ 2.2 × 10−3 eV2. In the MaVaN allowed region,
the mixing parameters can have larger values of sin2 θ23
and smaller values of Δm2

32 that are not allowed in
standard oscillation scenario. Smaller values of Δm2

32 ∼
2 × 10−3 eV2 are not allowed in the standard scenario due it
implies smaller oscillation effect that is in contradiction
with the MINOS data, but in the MaVaN mechanism, the
effective mass difference Δm2

MaVaN can be larger then the
vacuum oscillation mass difference compensating for
the smaller value of Δm2

32. Also the value of sin2θ23 ∼
0.8 in the MaVaN solution, if we are working in the
standard scenario, implies a smaller oscillation amplitude
that also is not compatible with MINOS data. Also, we can
allow values sin2 θ23 far for maximal for nonzero α32.
Now we will work with the analysis of SK data, where

we will use the muon and electron data for sub-GeV and
multi-GeV samples. The sample of atmospheric neutrino
data is specially interesting for the MaVaN oscillation effect
because it is composed by events produced by neutrinos
traveling in vacuum and in matter from the use the muon
and electron data for sub-GeV and multi-GeV sample as
discussed in Sec. III.
To settle the basics of our analysis we should be aware

that the predicted atmospheric neutrino flux has an uncer-
tainty of 30% in the normalization and also a stronger
correlation between the fluxes, with the relative error
between the muon and electron flux is around 5% [31].
As said before, due to this normalization error we will test
the shape of muon and electron distribution and not the
absolute number of events. We made the following way, we
are going to analyze the shape of atmospheric neutrino data
and not include the comparison of the absolute value of
data. To do this we will change our theoretical prediction of
oscillation Nγ

theo → ðNrenor
theo Þγ ≡ Ntheoβγ , where βγ is the

normalization parameter with a error of σβγ ¼ 30%, with
γ ¼ e, μ for each flavor. Also we should use a correlation
between the electron and muon number of events due to the
correlation of the neutrino fluxes. We made two analyses:
(1) For the standard oscillation scenario to test our

ability to reproduce the results of the SK analysis
for the oscillation parameters Δm2

32 and sin2ðθ23Þ,

we reproduce the main characteristics of Δm2
32 ∼

3 × 10−3 eV2 and near maximal mixing
(2) The MaVaN scenario for nondiagonal parameter α23,

with α23 ≠ 0,
where our goal is reproduce the angular distribution
predicted by SK experiment using our computation made
independently of the SK experiment and from this to do a
reliable analysis of MaVaN phenomena. Our choice of the
χ2 function is

χ2SKðΔm2
32; sin

2ðθ23Þ; α32Þ
¼

X
ij

ðNdata − βNtheo Þiðσ2Þ−1ij

× ðNdata − βNtheo Þj þ
ðβ − 1Þ2

σ2β
; ð17Þ

whereNdata
i is the number of events in the bin imeasured by

SK, Nteo
i is our prediction for the number of events for the

bin i that depend on the oscillation model used, the
nondiagonal matrix ðσ2Þ−1ij such that diagonal entries have
error of 30% as said before, and the nondiagonal entries
fixed by the correlation between the muon and electron flux
[32]. The sum is over 40 bins, 40 ¼ 10 × 2 × 2, counting
two flavors and two samples: sub-GeVor multi-GeV bins.
We add the second term in Eq. (17) to introduce a penalty
factor when β assume values too far from 1 with respect to
the error in normalization, σβ ¼ 0.3.
The MINOS experiment tests the MaVaN scenario for a

constant density that implies that the MaVaN parameters
are fixed, and combining with SK experiment that test the
MaVaN for variable density made specially adequate the
main hypothesis of MaVaN idea, to have a mass difference
and the mixing amplitude that depends on the local density.
To achieve this we combine the two analyses from the
MINOS experiment and the SK experiment, and we use the
χ2 test for both experiments,

χ2TOTðsin2θ23;Δm2
32; α32Þ ¼ χ2SK þ χ2MINOS: ð18Þ

With this χ2 with three oscillation parameters, we first
analyze the standard oscillation scenario and second the
MaVaN scenario for this combined analysis of MINOS and
SK. We show the best-fit values for both scenarios in
Table I. From this information we can see that there is a
milder improvement of the MaVaN solution over the
standard neutrino oscillation for the combining fit. For
the MaVaN analysis of the combination of MINOS and SK,
we have found that the best fit is for a nonzero value of
MaVaN parameter ðα32ÞB:F: ¼ 0.28 and the mixing param-
eters ðΔm2

32ÞB:F: ¼ 2.45 × 10−3 eV2 and mixing angle
ðsin2θ23ÞB:F: ¼ 0.46 and the best-fit parameters for standard
oscillation are very similar ðΔm2

32ÞB:F: ¼ 2.42 × 10−3 eV2

and ðsin2θ23ÞB:F: ¼ 0.46ð0.54Þ (see Table I). We show in
the central panel of Fig. 7 the allowed region of Δm2

32 and

TABLE I. Summary of our χ2 analysis for combined data from
Super-Kamiokande and MINOS experiment. The first line
corresponds to pure standard neutrino oscillations(S.O.) and
the second line corresponds to the MaVaN scenario. In each
case are show the best fit (B.F.) values of the parameters.

Model ðΔm2
32 eV2ÞB:F: ðsin2θ23ÞB:F: ðα32ÞB:F: Δχ2B:F:

S. O. 2.42 × 10−3 0.46 (0.54) 0.0 1.8
MaVaN 2.45 × 10−3 0.46 0.28 0.0
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sin2θ23 parameters for the standard oscillation scenario
(S.O.) and for the MaVaN scenario for the following cases:
(1) First for analysis of the standard oscillations (S.O.)

in the MINOS experiment alone, shown by the
dotted blue curve.

(2) Second, for the standard oscillations (S.O.) analysis
for the combination of MINOS and SK experiments
shown by the black curve. We can compare with the
MINOS only result the improvement on the deter-
mination of range of sin2 θ23 for the combination.
The recent values from global fits for these param-
eters [37] are included in our 1σ allowed region for
Δm2

32 and sin2ð2θ23Þ,
(3) Third, for the MaVaN scenario analysis for the

combination of MINOS and SK experiments shown
by dashed red curve, with

all plots shown in the 90% C.L. allowed region. Comparing
the MaVaN allowed region for MINOS experiment only
[shown in Fig. 6] and for the combination of MINOS and
SK data [shown in central panel of Fig. 7], we see that
combining the two experiments we constrain more the
allowed region of parameters.
Another good tool to understand our solution is the plot

of the projection of Δχ2 ≡ χ2TOT − χ2B:F: function with
respect to the one of three oscillation parameters,
sin2θ23, Δm2

32, and α32. When we show the projection,
e.g., for example Δχ2 × Δm2

32, we have minimized over the
other parameters, sin2 θ23 and α32, and so on. We begin
with the top panel of Fig. 7, where we show the plot of the
projection of χ2 × sin2θ23 for the standard oscillation (black
curve) and MaVaN (dashed red curve) together with the
66%, 90%, and 95% C.L., respectively, Δχ2 ¼ 1.0, 2.70,
3.84. We can see that the combination of MINOS and SK

suppresses the high values of sin2θ23 > 0.7 that are present
in the MINOS-only analysis, where they appear only at
high C.L. (not shown) when we have Δχ2 > 7. These high
values are only possible in MINOS analysis for α32 > 0.7;
however, this large value will induce stronger changes
in oscillation probabilities for the SK experiment due to
larger density than the neutrino feels when crossing
the Earth. Typically we have ρSK > ð2 − −3ÞρMINOS. We
notice in Fig. 1 that for α32 > 0.7, we expect to see a
stronger suppression of the muon neutrino oscillation that
will conflict the SK data. In the right panel of Fig. 7 we
show the plot of the projection of χ2 × Δm2

32 for both the
standard oscillation and the MaVaN scenario, respectively,
by black and dashed red curve. We can see a slight increase
in the allowed region for Δm2

32 when we have a nonzero
MaVaN parameter. We show in the central panel of Fig. 8
the allowed region of parameters ðsin2θ23; α23Þ and mini-
mized with respect to Δm2

32 at 66%, 90%, and 95% C.L.
You can see from this plot that there is a correlation
between the sin2 θ23 and α23 for the range of values
allowed. For the highest α32 value, we have the widest
range for sin2 θ23. This is left over from the behavior
discussed in Sec. IV, where we have a smaller vacuum
mixing amplitude for higher α32 or a large vacuum mixing
amplitude for smaller α32. In the right panel we show the
plot of the projection of χ2 × α23, where we can see the
standard oscillation scenario (when α32 ¼ 0) is compatible
at Δχ2 ¼ 1.8, and the more interesting information from
this plot is that there is no allowed region for α32 > 0.32 at
90% C.L. The solutions for higher α32 > 0.5 presented in
the MINOS analysis only appear now for the combined
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analysis at > 99%C:L: for the same reasons discussed in
the previous paragraph.
Finally, for completeness, in the central panel of Fig. 9

we show the allowed region of parameters as a function of
Δm2

23, α32. In this central panel, we can see that the
correlation between the values of Δm2

23 and α32 are much
milder than between the sin2θ23, α32 as shown in Fig. 8. The
reason for this is that the change in Δm2

MaVaN due to α32 is
not so much stronger compared with the change
in sin2θMaVaN.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper we test the possibility of neutrinos have
their mass dependent on the medium density. The so-called
MaVaN model includes this new feature through a
new neutrino interaction mediated by a scalar field. We
investigate the consequences of such a model in the
phenomenology of atmospheric neutrino data from the
Super-Kamiokande experiment and for the MINOS

experiment, using for the first time to test the existence
of the nondiagonal MaVaN parameter.
Using the fact that the MaVaN for the constant matter

density, as is the case for the MINOS experiment, have the
same functional form as in the standard oscillation scenario,
we use the MINOS analysis for the standard neutrino
oscillation and we extend for the MaVaN scenario. In this
analysis, larger values of the nondiagonal MaVaN param-
eter, α32 > 0.7, are allowed and we have significant
changes in the allowed region for oscillation parameters,
Δm2

32 and sin2ðθ23Þ.
We compute by ourselves the event rate for the Super-

Kamiokande experiment, involving the correct description
of the sub-GeV and multi-GeV neutrino energy samples,
and we also use the analysis of the MINOS experiment to
make a combined fit of these two experiments. In the
MINOS experiment the neutrino crosses only a small chord
of the Earth and then the neutrino feels a constant matter
density; for the other side, the Super-Kamiokande have
neutrinos coming from different directions, and therefore
they feel different medium densities. Then by combining
the two data, we can test the essence of the MaVaN
hypothesis, the mass dependence on the medium density.
We have found that the best-fit values for Δm2

32 ¼
2.45 × 10−3 eV2, sin2ðθ23Þ ¼ 0.42, and the MaVaN param-
eter α32 ¼ 0.28 and the best-fit values for the standard
oscillation give similar values [see Table I].
The allowed region for the oscillation parameters, Δm2

32

and sin2ðθ23Þ, is shown in Fig. 7, illustrating that the
allowed region is very stable with the addition of the
MaVaN scenario. Although the best fit is for the nonzero
MaVaN parameter, we have all values of the MaVaN
parameter α32 > 0.31 ruled out at 90% C.L., which allows
us to conclude that the nondiagonal MaVaN coupling
should give a smaller contribution to neutrino oscillation.
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